DPR 100 Digital Recorders
Versatility with Superior Price/Performance
Proven LeaderLine quality, accuracy, and value

The DPR 100 is a compact 4-inch (100-mm) strip-chart
recorder offering advanced digital technology, quality,
ruggedness, flexibility, and ease of use. It delivers easyto-read recordings of your data for a wide variety of
continuous and batch processing applications with accuracy
from 0.25 to 0.1 percent, even in harsh environments. It
comes in four models providing an extensive range of
functionality, so you can pick the features you want.

Choice of recording formats – The DPR 100 is
available with one, two, or three pens for continuous trace
recording, or with a one- to six-channel multipoint digital
pen. The multipoint version employs a dot fill technique
that produces a trace equivalent to that of a continuous
pen. All formats are clear and easy to read, and all models
accept either roll or fan-fold charts.
Clearly visible charts – The DPR 100 makes the
chart the most important feature by maximizing the visible
chart area and keeping the chart and display uncluttered.
There are no unnecessary keys or displays that reduce
visibility of the chart.

Digital, bar-graph, or analog displays –
Models C and D have a large 12-character vacuum
fluorescent display that is crisp, clear, and easily visible
from as far as 16 feet (5 meters) away. It can be adjusted
to suit ambient light conditions, and can be programmed
to display digital values or bar graphs. Bar graphs show
at a glance the most important variables of a process.

Pen Recorder

Multipoint Recorder

Simple to configure and operate – Only
six front-accessible, operator-friendly keys allow full
configuration of Models C and D. The recorder prompts
configuration in easy steps, in a choice of six languages.
Models A and B provide four keys for operator configuration. All models can also be configured from a PC
using a front jack and Honeywell-supplied software.
Access is secured by multi-level passwords.
Digital communication – Models C and D can
send and receive data to and from a supervisory system,
such as a PC or PLC, in the ASCII or Modbus™ protocols.
Process variable values, math results, operator messages,
alarms, and event status can be transferred to or from the
supervisory system. The DPR 100, for example, may
print batch headers or operator messages on event.
Mathematical functions – The DPR 100 is more
than a recorder. Models C and D offer very powerful
mathematical functions, with the results printed on the
chart or communicated to a supervisory station. These
functions are easy to configure and use, and range from
simple to complex. They include: group averaging,
integration, totalization, liquid mass flow, vacuum, relative
humidity, sterilization Fo, timers, counters, minimum,
maximum, standard deviation, and carbon potential.
ISO 9002 certification – The DPR 100 is manufactured in a factory that has received ISO 9002 certification.

DPR 100 A/B Recorders

™ Modbus is a trademark of Modicon Inc., an AEG Company.

A Clear, Complete, Accurate Record
Fully documented charts – Both the continuouspen and multipoint models document date, time, range,
engineering unit, chart speed, identification number,
alarm setpoints, and events. Features include trace color
assignment, alarms in red, tagging, zooming, zoning,
trend or tabular print-outs, messages, choice of speeds
to 240 inches per hour (6,000 mm/hr). Whether your
operator is watching process data as it occurs, or checking
a record of prior performance, a DPR 100 chart presents
data in an accurate, easy-to-interpret format.
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Date: Day, month, year
Time: Hour, minute
Chart speed
Identification number
Range: Value at 0% of the chart, at 50%, and
at 100%
Engineering unit
Pen number or channel number
Event marker, ON, OFF (two event traces on
multipoint models)
Chart certification at start-up (PEN) or at
regular intervals (MPT)
Alarm in red on multi-point models (B and D)
Digital input on/off indication
Alarm high or low, ON or OFF, with time
reference, relay number, channel number
Print-out of time, PV values, channel or pen
number, and event ON
Example of operator message, printed on event
(alarm or logic input)
Example of batch header

Easy to Use, Easy to Maintain
Model C and D Features

Operator friendly – Your operators will appreciate
the easy-to-use configuration keys, easy-to-read analog
scales or digital displays, reliable alarm functions, and
customized charts.

• Digital display: up to 12 digits, or bar graphs
• Universal inputs (T/C, RTD, mV, mA)
• Fast scan rate of inputs (330 ms for 3-pen) with
solid-state relays
• Up to 2 chart ranges per input
• Accuracy to 0.1 percent of full scale, with each
input span adjustable within the selected range
(up to 2 ranges per channel)
• Roll or fan-fold charts
• Up to 10 traces (6 analog, 4 digital inputs) on
Model D multipoint
• Up to 12 alarm setpoints, assignable to any input, math
result, communication signal
• Up to 12 alarm relay outputs
• Up to 4 logic inputs
• Up to 6 configurable analog inputs on 3-pen Model C
• Up to 12 user-configurable messages plus batch
header messages
• Multiple chart speeds (2 preset)
• Output voltage 24 VDC to supply 3 transmitters
• Full product configuration via 6 keys, or jack
or ASCII communication
• Full product configuration, process supervision, and
product diagnostics by PC
• Communication interface: ASCII with auto-dial
in alarm, Modbus
• Mathematical functions (more than 30)
• Trace, tabular, alternate tabular printing modes
• PC application software available
• Linearization capability of a special input
• 4-line batch header automatically incremented and
saved in case of power failure
• Event precursor mode
• Input calibration traceability (audit trail)
• 2 special input characterizations, 50 segments each
• Operation in environments to 122°F (50° C),
optional to 140°F (60° C)
• Same dimensions, power options as Models A and B
• Auxiliary output option for PVs, math or communications
• Seismic qualified for utility installations.

Rugged and reliable – With a steel chassis, sturdy
pen and digital multipoint printing mechanisms, and an
IP 54 protection rating, the DPR 100 is built for long life
and reliability.
Product Configuration – Keys provide easy
configuration and operation. Interactive prompt messages
confirm modification of the configuration. Six keys
on the DPR 100 C/D models offer full configuration,
while the four keys of the DPR 100 A/B models provide
configuration of operator parameters. Full configuration
can be performed on any DPR 100 model from a PC
using the Honeywell PC configurator interface and software via the front configuration jack.
Simple maintenance – The modular design of the
DPR 100 reduces spare parts inventory and simplifies
maintenance.

Model A and B Features
• Microprocessor-based
• 1, 2, or 3 continuous pen or 1- to 6-channel
multipoint formats
• Accuracy to 0.25 percent of full scale
• Analog displays with wide selection of ranges
and scales
• Universal inputs (T/C, RTD, mV, mA)
• Up to 6 alarm relay outputs
• 2 logic inputs from: print inhibit, change speed,
event (with event marker)
• Simplified product configuration with prompts printed
on the chart
• Full configuration by PC software via a front jack
• 2 configurable chart speeds from 0.5 to 240 inches per
hour (10 to 6,000 mm/hr)
• Chart certification
• Roll or fan-fold charts
• Universal power supply, 85 to 264 VAC/DC;
optional 24 or 48 VAC/DC
• Operation in environments to 122°F (50° C)
• Front door: 5.7 x 5.7 x 9.7 inches
(144 x 144 x 245 mm)
• IP 54 front protection
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LeaderLine Performance at an Unbeatable Price
LeaderLine value – The DPR 100, like all
LeaderLine™ instruments, has been engineered to give
you maximum performance for minimum investment.
LeaderLine products offer the best price/performance
combination of competitive instruments in their class.
And with functions targeted to specific applications, you
buy only the performance you need.
Application flexibility – The DPR 100 is ideally
suited for a wide range of recording needs, including
those in:
• Electric power generation
• Natural gas processing and distribution
• Chemicals and pharmaceuticals manufacturing
• Metals, glass, and ceramics production
• Food processing
• Waste and water treatment
• Environmental monitoring.

Quality assurance – The recorder carries a oneyear warranty backed by unmatched service and the
support capability you expect from an industry leader.
There is also a toll-free 800 number for immediate
technical assistance and problem resolution.
Complete product offering – The DPR 100 is
one of many Honeywell digital instruments. If the DPR 100
doesn’t meet your recording needs, Honeywell has a
digital recorder that does. Contact your Honeywell distributor or sales representative for price and delivery information
on the DPR 100 and other Honeywell digital recorders.
If it’s worth recording, it’s worth specifying Honeywell.
Honeywell provides a complete line of temperature
sensors including thermocouples, RTDs and non-contact
sensors which are compatible with Honeywell Control
Products.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

Condensed Specifications
DPR 100A
Accuracy
Inputs
Pens

Power Supply
Dimensions

DPR 100C

DPR 100D

0.25% of full scale
0.1% of full scale
Universal — Accepts most T/Cs, RTDs, Volts, mV, mA signals
1, 2, or 3
Up to 6 multipoint
1, 2, or 3
Up to 6 multipoint

Display
Logic Inputs
Alarms
Chart Speed

DPR 100B

Analog
Up to 2
Up to 6

Digital
Up to 4
Up to 12

0.5 to 240 in/hr
0.5 to 60 in/hr
0.04 to 240 in/hr
(10 to 6,000 mm/hr)
(10 to 1,500 mm/hr)
(1 to 6,000 mm/hr)
85 to 264 VAC 50/60 Hz, 24 or 48 VAC/DC optional

0.04 to 60 in/hr
(1 to 1,500 mm/hr)

Front Face: 5.7" x 5.7" (144 x 144 mm) IP54 front protection 9.7" depth (245 mm)
Panel cutout 5.43" x 5.43" (138 x 138 mm)
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